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Our Services
We understand that finding the perfect color and paint for a yacht 
can be a challenge. That’s why we provide a comprehensive range of 
services to support you and your customers, from training classes at 
our Yacht Paint Application Center (YPAC) to on-site seminars, MIXIT 
Cloud and the convenience of AwlMatch. Your success is our focus.

What is AwlMatch? 
AwlMatch is a color searching and measurement system, made up of a 
portable device linked to the AwlMatch Color App. With AwlMatch you can 
scan the color of any surface, and instantly find the closest match from the 
Awlgrip and International (EU) range of solid colors.

The AwlMatch Device 
This small portable device is easy to use and can be taken anywhere – the 
marina, the boatyard, the Awlmix mixing facility or even customer meetings. 
With the ability to capture colors instantly wherever you go, AwlMatch 
provides fast, efficient searching to answer customer color requests 
anywhere.

The AwlMatch Color App 
Once you have scanned a color, the AwlMatch Color App can immediately 
search the AkzoNobel Yacht database, with the ability to save searches for 
later and share the results with customers and distributors. The AwlMatch 
Color App allows you to explore colors for inspiration, helping you to 
narrow down your color choices.

What are the requirements to use the app? 
Bluetooth® is required to connect your smartphone to the AwlMatch 
Device. An internet connection is required to search our color database or 
forward your search via email or social media, but it is possible to capture 
colors without internet access, saving them for later review.

MATCH®

AUTOPREP™ pre-treatment wipes are ready-to-use on bare  
metal for optimal corrosion protection and process efficiency.

n	 Easy	and	quick	to	increase	efficiency

n Eliminates mixing, stirring and spray gun cleaning

n Proven corrosion resistance for optimal results

n Advanced technology is chromate-free with 0% VOC

n Simple disposal once the wipe is dry

n   Produces a conversion coating that forms chemical bonds with  
metal surfaces for enhanced adhesion

Quick Facts

DESCRIPTION: AutoPrepTM Pre-treatment wipes

ITEM:  #5672679

VOC (RTS): 0% VOC

MIX RATIO:  Ready-to-use

THEORETICAL COVERAGE:  1 wipe (9 by 12 inches) covers 9-12 square feet.  
25 wipes per container

SHELF LIFE: 1 year
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Visit us at awlgrip.com for further information.
The information given in this sheet is not intended to be exhaustive. Any person using the product without first making further enquiries as to the suitability of the 
product for the intended purpose does so at their own risk and, to the extent permitted by law, we can accept no responsibility for the performance of the product 
or for any loss or damage arising out of such use. The information contained in this sheet is liable to modification from time to time in the light of experience and 
our policy of continuous product development.

All trademarks mentioned in this publication are owned by, or licensed to, the AkzoNobel group of companies. © AkzoNobel 2021.

facebook.com/awlgripfinishes instagram.com/awlgripfinishestwitter.com/awlgripawlgrip.com

For technical and application information, please refer to the technical datasheet available at awlgrip.com or contact your 
local Awlgrip Sales Representative for more information.

AUTOPREP™ Pre-treatment wipes 
Powerful corrosion resistance made easy
Product Information


